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Quantum Limitation on Coulomb Blockade Observed in a 2D Electron System
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The evolution of the Coulomb blockade of conduction through a small 2D electron island of large den-
sity of states, realized in a GaAs/Ga(Al)As heterojunction, is studied from the weak tunnel coupling to
the Ohmic regime. Cotunneling arising from quantum charge Auctuations is identified, at low voltage,
by its dependence on the product of junction conductances, and the current at threshold voltage is well
described by a nonperturbative model. Small Coulomb conductance oscillations are found to persist even
when both junctions exceed the conductance quantum.

PACS numbers: 73.20.Dx, 72.20.Jv, 73.40.6k

Coulomb blockade [1,2] refers to the inhibition of
charge transfer to a mesoscopic metallic system weakly
coupled to electron reservoirs. The basic ingredients are
(a) particle number quantization, (b) the charge quan-
tum carried by an electron, and (c) the energy cost =E,
to increase the charge of the metallic island of capaci-
tance C. The present work investigates the eAect of
quantum charge fluctuations which lift the Coulomb
blockade by progressively relaxing condition (a) by a con-
trolled increase in the tunnel coupling.

The simplest system showing Coulomb blockade is a
metallic island connected to a voltage source by tunnel
junctions of conductance o.

~ 2. In the limit of vanishing
coupling, the island charge is quantized according to (a),
and the electrostatic energy of the circuit, including the
voltage source, takes discrete values and forms well
separated energy levels. The tunnel current through the
island results from single electron tunneling (SET) [1-3].
Incoherent sequential tunnel events increase or decrease
by e the electrical charge of the island. A thermally ac-
tivated Coulomb blockade of the current occurs when the
circuit energy variation —E, is positive, because the tun-
neling electrons must find a lower kinetic energy empty
state to satisfy energy conservation. Lowering the energy
cost until conduction occurs is achieved by increasing the
drive voltage V above =e/C or by changing the island
potential energy by capacitive coupling to an external
charge Qn. The SET mechanism explains the threshold
voltage in the I-V characteristics (IVC) and the e periodi-
city of the conductance with Qn, and predicts a linear
dependence of the current on the series conductance
aT=o~tT2/(ct~+ct2). At finite coupling, the decay rate
I —(o~+a2)/2C of the charged island states broadens
the circuit energy levels and introduces quantum correc-
tions according to the ratio y=hI /E, =(o~+a2)/troy,
where og=2e /h. The first correction is the second-
order tunnel process of cotunneling or quantum macro-
scopic tunneling of charge: A charge is transferred

through the island by simultaneous tunneling of two elec-
trons and virtual increase of the circuit energy [4,5]. The
cotunneling current grows with tunnel coupling as
oTy —a~az/og and presents an algebraic variation with
the temperature T in contrast to the SET thermal activa-
tion. At much higher coupling, y=hI /E, ~ 1, the full
broadening of the circuit energy levels leads to Ohmic
conduction. However, a physical description of this re-
gime is not simple [6] and the conductance value separat-
ing the Coulomb from the Ohmic domain is not well es-
tablished.

Cotunneling has been quantitatively identified in
metal-insulator-metal (MIM) junction arrays below the
threshold voltage (V(e/C) for a limited range of dis-
crete coupling values [7]. Its presence has also been indi-
cated in preliminary observation in a 2D electron system
[8]. It is thought to limit the accuracy of Coulomb-
blockade-based devices. A good understanding is particu-
larly needed at large coupling and near the threshold
voltage. For strong coupling, the few experimental data
suggest already washed out Coulomb eff'ects for y=1.4
[9].

A 2D electron system is a very suitable tool to study
the Coulomb blockade physics. Electrostatically defined
quantum point contacts (QPC) provide accurate and in
situ adjustable control of the tunnel coupling. If the
(2D) metallic island has small energy level spacing
h«E„resonant tunneling eAects, which otherwise cou-
ple to charging effects, can be neglected [10,11], particu-
larly if eV or k~T exceed 6,. Most tunnel processes then
involve several electronic states of the island and conduc-
tion is similar to that of MIM systems. In this Letter,
Coulomb blockade is studied from the weak coupling to
the Ohmic regime, using a 2D system. We give experi-
mental evidence for cotunneling and show that an ap-
proximate nonperturbative cotunneling expression, ex-
tended to voltage V=e/C [12], quantitatively reproduces
the IVCs for a wide range of coupling. While fully
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developed charging effects only appear for at 2 & o.g, we
find that Coulomb conductance modulations persist to
0'~ + 02 —3czg.

The device is realized in a high-quality molecular-
beam-epitaxy-grown GaAs/Ga(A1)As heterojunction
with the Si &doping plane at 800 A from the electron
plane and 200 A from the surface. A 2D island of size
~1.15X1.3 pm is formed by lateral confinement using
pairs of Schottky gates on the sample surface (Fig. 1).
Two pairs of gates Gi 2 (potential Vi 2) define two 3000-
A-wide QPCs (conductance ai 2) and a third pair Gp (po-
tential Vo) the island size. The electron density n,
= (1.1-1.2) x 10' m gives a Fermi energy EF=47 K,
the mobility 280 V 's 'm, an elastic mean free path
l,~=15 pm, and the island size h, =85 mK. The separate
QPCs display well quantized conductance plateaus.
Their pinch-off voltages = —760 mV differ only by =20
mV. In the tunnel regime, o~ 2 show identical exponen-
tial variation with V~ 2 and equal modulation by Vo ex-
cept when oi 2~0.5ag (perhaps because the weak disor-
der then dominates the gate potential). The two-point
conductance is measured using a 13-Hz square-wave volt-
age source whose first harmonic is 20 pV rms and detect-
ing the first harmonic of the current. A resistance
R, =8.3 kQ is in series with each QPC and represents the
Ohmic contact, mesa, and rf-filter resistances. When
specified, conductances are corrected for this. A large ca-
pacitance is in parallel with R, . For all measurements we
add V/2 to all gate voltages for symmetrization [13].
The equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 1(b). The condi-
tion (e V or k8 T) & 6 is always fulfilled.

Upon sweeping the gate voltages, well developed con-
ductance oscillations appear for T~1.5 K and tT& 2 just
below the lower conductance plateau. Their Coulomb
origin has been shown in Ref. [8] for another sample hav-
ing similar gate geometry. They show best contrast when
o.

~
=o.

2 and are very periodic as shown in Fig. 2. The
regular variation of the peak height comes from the
modulation of o.

~ 2 by Vo. The peaks slightly increase
with T and confirm negligible resonant tunneling effects
for which a T ' variation would be expected [11]. SET
analysis accounts well for the high-temperature behavior
of low-a T (ai 2

~ O. 1 cr(2) conductance peaks (0.25
+ Qo/e +0.75) and gives an accurate determination of E,
[12]. E„ found in the range 2.1-3 K depends on gate
voltage configuration.

CotunnelIng. —IVCs with a.~=o2 are shown in Fig.
3(a) for two consecutive conductance minima and the in-
tervening maximum and, in Fig. 3(b), for a minimum at
higher oT and lower T. In (a) the large-voltage asymp-
tote extrapolated to I =0 yields e/C=380 pV (E,=2.2
K) for the curve with lowest oT. This value of E, gives a
good SET fit of the associated conductance peaks except
very close to the minima. At the minima, the SET model
does not fit the IVCs well. The predicted current is com-
pared with the data using the same F., =2.2 K and a
weak 5% capacitance asymmetry (c i

—c2)/C deduced
from the IVC dependence on Qo [12]. The observed
current is much larger for V~e/C, and does not fall oft'
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FIG. l. (a) Schottky gate geometry. (b) Equivalent circuit.
n], 2 are the number of electrons having tunneled through each
barrier. Qp =const —Co I Vi —CG2V2 —Cop Vp. (c) Electron and
hole kinetic energies and (d) complete circuit energy levels
U, ] „2 involved for cotunneling from left to right reservoirs. The
cotunneling transition amplitude is proportional to the inverse
distance between the actual intermediate energy (dashed line)
and the virtually excited circuit energy level (U„+I „or U„,„+I).
When they coincide (first-order tunneling then contributes) the
amplitude diverges if the linewidths hl I, I/2 of the intermedi-
ate states are not considered.
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FIG. 2. Conductance oscillations with Vo at T=105 mK.
The highest peaks are translated by 5 or 10 pS. V& = 743
rnV, V2= —752 mV are tuned to give the best peak-to-valley
ratio. As a result of cotunneling, this ensures cr] =ay and holds
as long as omax =0.501I72/(ol+IT2) varies exponentially with Vp.
SET (points) and nonperturbative cotunneling (triangles) fits
are shown. Inset: The exponential variation of a. ,„and a;,
corrected for R, . The dashed-line slope is twice the solid-line
slope.
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FIG. 3. IVCs: (a) for two neighboring conductance minima
and the intervening maximum at 105 mK; (b) for a difTerent
run at higher or and 55 mK. The SET (dashed lines) and non-
perturbative cotunneling (open symbols) currents are calculated
using E, =2.2 K for (a) and 2. 1 K for (b). ar is deduced from
the interpolated value of the nearest conductance maxima ob-
tained when Vp changes Qo by ~ e/2.

exponentially nor scale as aT. Using reduced units eaT/C
to compare the lower-crT curve in (a) with the higher-crT,
but lower-T, curve in (b) clearly shows that this extra
current rises with conductance. High-temperature SET
predictions like that shown in (b) do not fit the data using

E, deduced from SET fits of the associated conductance
peaks. We found no better agreement using E,=1.8 K
deduced from the asymptote extrapolation of the curve in

(b). In Fig. 2 the conductance oscillation minima display
a faster increase with aT than the SET model predicts.
The inset shows that both the maxima and the minima
vary exponentially with Vo, but that am;„-o.m, „. This
quadratic relation rejects a second-order tunneling pro-
cess and identifies cotunneling. In the Coulomb-
blockaded regime (Qo =0, V« e/C, k/i T«E,), the
theoretical cotunneling current is [5]

h 1 1
~cot 2 (T1~2 +

6e E1 E

' 2

(k//T) '+ V (I)
2Ã

and yields omin ~]o2 omax as a1 =o2. Using the nota-2

tions of Fig. I, E~ (E2) is the increase of circuit energy
for zero voltage above the initial state, N =n1 —n2=0,
associated with the two interfering processes where a first
electron enters the island from the right (leaves to the
left) and virtually increases (decreases) its charge:

E) 2=(e /C)[2 +'N+ Qo/e —(C~c2+ c~)V/2el. (2)

From Fig. 2, the ratio cr~;„/crm, „gives kaT*/E, =0.075,
where

(k//T*) =(k//T) + (eV/2/r) +3(eV„/2n') +3E,A/8/r

includes the bias voltage V, a voltage noise V„, and the
elastic cotunneling contribution due to nonzero d, [5].

Using E, =2.2 K, deduced from the IVC threshold volt-
age at low conductance, one finds (3E,A/8/r ka) '/ =84
mK, T*=165 mK, and V„=28 pV [14]. The quantita-
tive agreement is good and supported by a T and V
variation of the current [8]. The perturbative theory
[4,5] captures most of the physics but fails to describe the
conductance away from the minima and the IVCs near
the threshold voltage. The current diverges at V=e/C
for T=O and at any V for finite T because real transitions
toward the intermediate state make the second-order tun-
neling rate infinite. The problem is similar to the reso-
nance eAects for light scattering or radiative cascade for
a three-level atom [15]. Here the charging energy re-
places the atomic levels and the change in the tunneling
electron kinetic energy the photon frequency. Introduc-
ing the first-order decay rate I

& ~ of the (N =+ 1) in-
termediate charged states of the island (see Fig. 1) regu-
larizes the divergence and is equivalent to partial summa-
tion of the perturbation series at weak coupling. The de-
rived current is I =P(0)e/r, f [12] and is found to be ac-
curate for V~1.3e/C, lQol &0.4e, k/iT&&E„and y&&1
[16]. The decay rate 1/r,f from the state (n~ =n, n2=n)
to the lower potential energy state (n+ I, n+ I) is given

by Eq. (9) of Ref. [5] with E
~ z replaced by E &, 2

+ihI
~

—~/2 and the bracket by a modulus. The SET
master equation gives the probability P(0) of the initial
state within this approximation. SET is recovered for
y 0 and perturbative cotunneling [Eq. (1)] for
(/r/4) ye/C & V«e/C and yE, /4 & k//T «E, . The calcu-
lated current agrees well with the data. A wide

(lQol 50.4e) region of the minima (3) to (7) of Fig. 2
(y=0.06-0.5) is perfectly reproduced using the same
E, =2.2 K, T* =165 mK, and assuming oi, o2=4a, „ to
have the exponential variation displayed in the inset. The
last minimum, not fitted, is =20% above the predicted
value, either because conductance asymmetry increases
o. ;„, as the deviation from the exponential variation of
a,„suggests, or because the expression no longer holds
as y~0. 5. In Fig. 3(a), the IVCs (y=0.09,0.18) are also
well described using the bare temperature and the only
adjustable parameter E, =2.2 K. A good fit of the curve
in (b) (y=0.25) is obtained with E, =2. 1 K. The E,
values agree with those deduced from SET fits of the con-
ductance peaks. For o~ 2~0.5og and V~e/C, tunnel
barrier nonlinearities, observed for single QPC, become
important and complicate the quantitative analysis.

High-conductance regime. —From o.] =o2=0.5og to
=ag, the conductance oscillations with gate voltage
quickly damp and the maxima =0.5aT evolve to =o.T as
expected for the conducting regime. Figure 4 shows con-
ductance traces when V~ is swept [o~=(0.2-6)erg] for
three fixed gate voltages V2. The bold lines on the V1-V2
inset diagram represent the experimental paths and the
dashed lines define the regions labeled (m, n) for o~ and
oq on plateaus mol2 and nag. While the QPC separately
display Hat plateaus, the traces reveal nonperfect Ohmic
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FIG. 4. Conductance traces in the conducting regime upon
sweeping V~ at fixed V2. The period of the weak modulation
can be compared with the Coulomb comb obtained in the tun-
nel regime. A systematic study of the successive quantization
of at, o2, when V~, V2 are varied, gives the inset diagram on
which the experimental paths are shown. Figures 2, 3(a), 3(b),
and 4 correspond to four diAerent runs.

additivity and the = (10-25)% conductance modulation
on the =12-20 mV scale probably results from weak
coherent transmission. More striking are the fine
[(2-4)%] conductance oscillations. The fact that their
periods with V~, V2, and Vo all correspond with those of
Coulomb oscillations suggests a Coulomb origin, particu-
larly as the insensitivity to the introduction of up to =10
magnetic Aux quanta through the island rules out reso-
nance transmission eftects. However, their rapid disap-
pearance with temperature (=0.4 K for cr~ 2=ay) indi-

cates renormalized E,. Within our experimental resolu-
tion they are detected up to o~+o.2=3o~. This is con-
sistent with recent theoretical estimations of a critical
resistance in the range 6-0.6 kQ for a single junction [6].
However, we must be cautious when comparing 2D junc-
tions having few transmitting channels with MIM junc-
tions having the same conductance but many nearly
closed channels.

%e have experimentally shown that, for a wide range
of tunnel coupling, the conducting properties of a large
2D island are well explained by taking into account the
quantum charge Auctuations which lift the Coulomb
blockade of tunneling. %e think that observation of such
coherent processes can be useful in putting a lower bound
on the coherence time z~ of single-electron states z~
& 2C/(o (+o2). The high-conductance observations

suggest a smooth transition from the Coulomb to the
Ohmic regime for this system.
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